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 Spotlight   

Last Week 

European Parliament:  

Facebook Files: On monday. lead MEPs from the Internal Market and Consumer Protection Committee 
decided to invite Facebook whistleblower Frances Haugen to a hearing on 8 November. 

European Youth Event (EYE2021): The European Youth Event (EYE2021) took place on 8-9 October, 

with 5,000 young people at the European Parliament in Strasbourg and another 5,000 online, to discuss 
more than 2,000 ideas for shaping the future of Europe. 

EU Health: future-proofing EU pharmaceutical policy: The Committee on the Environment, Public 

Health and Food Safety (ENVI) adopted on Tuesday, its recommendations on the implementation of the 
EU’s pharmaceutical strategy and upcoming revisions to the legislative framework. 

Climate change: Ahead of the UN COP26 Climate Change Conference in Glasgow from 31 October to 12 
November 2021, on Tuesday the Environment, Public Health and Food Safety Committee adopted its input 

to the COP26. In their resolution, MEPs express concern that the targets announced in Paris in 2015 would 

result in warming well above three degrees by 2100 compared to pre-industrial levels. They say that the 
EU must remain a world leader in the fight against climate change and that MEPs will work to ensure that 
the EU’s “Fit for 55 in 2030” climate package is fully in line with the Paris Agreement.  

Essential infrastructure:  On Tuesday, the Civil Liberties Committee, adopted its negotiation position on 

new rules on EU critical infrastructure entities. MEPs are aiming to better protect essential services (e.g. 

energy, transport, banking, drinking water and digital infrastructure) by improving member state resilience 
strategies and risk assessments. 

EU values in Slovenia:A European Parliament delegation travelled to Slovenia, where they met with 

national authorities, journalists and NGOs, to assess respect of EU values and rule of law. From Wednesday 
13 October to Friday 15 October, seven MEPs from the Civil Liberties Committee and one from the 

Budgetary Control Committee exchanged views with Slovenian interlocutors to assess the latest 
developments in the area of rule of law, media freedom and the fight against corruption.  

Mobile phone roaming: The scheme abolishing mobile roaming fees is due to expire on 30 June 2022. 

On Thursday Parliament’s Industry Committee voted in favour of extending the "Roam like at Home" 
scheme for another ten years. 

 

European Commission:   

60,000 rail passes for young Europeans: The Commission will provide free travel rail passes to 60,000 
Europeans aged from 18 to 20 years, thanks to DiscoverEU. Applications opened on Tuesday, 12 October, 

at noon and close on 26 October, at noon, for a travel period in 2022, which will be the European Year of 
Youth. 

EU-Ukraine Summit: On Tuesday, the 23rd EU-Ukraine Summit was held in Kyiv, the European Union 

and Ukraine reaffirmed their strong partnership and commitment to strengthening the political association 
and economic integration of Ukraine with the European Union. 

Afghanistan: During the G20 meeting on Afghanistan, President of the European Commission, Ursula von 

der Leyen,  announced a support package worth around €1 billion for the Afghan people and neighbouring 
countries, addressing the urgent needs in the country and the region. The socio-economic situation in 

Afghanistan is deteriorating, putting hundreds of thousands of Afghans at risk as winter approaches. 
Humanitarian assistance alone will not be enough to avert famine and a major humanitarian crisis. 

Artic: The High Representative and the Commission have put forward their approach for a stronger EU 
engagement for a peaceful, sustainable and prosperous Arctic. 

Protocol on Ireland/Northern Ireland: On Thursday, the European Commission proposed bespoke 

arrangements to respond to the difficulties that people in Northern Ireland have been experiencing because 
of Brexit, by further facilitating the movement of goods from Great Britain to Northern Ireland.  
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 Spotlight   

This follows extensive discussions over the past months with the UK government, as well as outreach by 

the European Commission to political leaders, businesses, civil society and other stakeholders in Northern 

Ireland. It also puts forward ideas based on elements raised in the UK 's Command Paper published in July 
2021. 

 

European Council and Council of the European Union:  

Agriculture and Fisheries Council considered Baltic Sea fishing opportunities for 2022; UK fish stocks; CAP 
Strategic Plans; New EU Forest Strategy for 2030; and Fit for 55 Package.  

Employment, Social Policy, Health and C onsumer Affairs Council discussed the future of the European 
Semester. 

Coming Week:    

European Parliament:  

MEPS are in Strasbourg for a plenary week, Farm to Fork Strategy. Poland/Challenges to EU legal order 
and primacy of EU law, COP26/Climate change. 

The Conference on the Future of Europe will meet on Friday and Saturday, in Strasbourg, in its full 
composition.  

Commission:  

College Meeting on Tuesday 

European Council and Council of the European Union:   

Council meeting for Foreign Affairs on Monday; General Affairs on Tuesday. European Council for EU 
Leaders on Thursday and Friday. 

 

 

 

 

European Parliament 

Plenary Week in Strasbourg– Coming Week Highlights 

WEEK 42 

President’s Diary. On Tuesday morning, President Sassoli will hold a bilateral meeting with Polish Prime 

Minister, Mateusz Morawiecki, and in the afternoon he will meet French Minister for Europe and Foreign 
Affairs, Mr Jean-Yves Le Drian. At the European Council on Thursday, President Sassoli will have a bilateral 

meeting with the President of France, Emmanuel Macron, before addressing heads of state or government 
at 15.30 and giving a press conference at 16.30. 

 

Farm to Fork Strategy. Parliament will present its plans for Europe to produce healthy, animal friendly, 

high quality and more sustainable food while guaranteeing food security and a fair income for farmers and 
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European Parliament 

Plenary Week in Strasbourg– Coming Week Highlights 

reducing agriculture’s environmental footprint. (debate Monday, vote Tuesday, result Wednesday) 

Poland/Challenges to EU legal order and primacy of EU law. On Tuesday, Parliament will debate the 

recent ruling of the Polish Constitutional Tribunal with Polish Prime Minister Mateusz Morawiecki and 
Commission President Ursula von der Leyen. (vote Thursday) 

 

COP26/Climate change. Ahead of the UN Climate Change Conference in Glasgow, MEPs are set to push 

for accelerated climate action worldwide and for the EU to remain a world leader in fighting climate 
change. (debate Wednesday, vote Thursday) 

EU summit. In a debate with the Commission and the Slovenian Presidency, MEPs will outline their  
expectations for the 21-22 October European Council, which is set to focus on COVID-19, the EU’s Digital 
Strategy, the rising energy costs and migration. (Wednesday) 

 

EU vaccine policies. In a resolution from the Petitions committee to be put to a vote on Thursday, MEPs 
will state their demands for more transparent vaccine development, purchasing and distribution in the 

future.  
 

Pandora Papers scandal. MEPs will vote on urgent measures needed to close the loopholes allowing the 

massive money laundering, tax evasion and avoidance uncovered by the Pandora Papers investigation. On 
Thursday morning, they will also debate the G20/OECD global tax agreement. (vote Thursday 
 

Sakharov Prize 2021. On Wednesday, the Conference of Presidents (President and political groups’ 

leaders) will select the 2021 Sakharov Prize laureate. On the shortlist are a group of Afghan women human 

rights defenders, Russian opposition figure Alexe i Navalny, and Bolivia’s former interim president Jeanine 
Áñez. The prize will be awarded on 15 December. 

 

Conference on the Future of Europe Plenary. Following the selection of the 80 representatives of the 

European Citizens' Panels, the Plenary of the Conference on the Future of Europe will meet in its full 
composition. Discussions will revolve around the first impressions of the panellists, as well as the ideas 
submitted so far to the Multilingual Digital Platform. (Friday to Saturday) 

 

Link to full Plenary agenda and briefing here  

 

 

European Commission 

Coming Week Highlights 

College Meeting Tuesday 

Link to Commission Calendar here 

  

 

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/pdfs/news/expert/2021/10/briefing/20211007BRI14411/20211007BRI14411_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/cldr_21_5302
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European Council – Council of the European Union 

Coming Meetings 

Foreign Affairs Council, 18 October 

AGENDA HIGHLIGHTS 

o The Gulf: Following the recent visit of the High Representative to Qatar, the United Arab 
Emirates and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, the Council will discuss the EU's approach to the Gulf 

region. Foreign affair ministers are expected to discuss how to further engage with countries in 
the Gulf economically and in the pursuit of the EU global agenda. 

o Eastern Partnership: Foreign affairs ministers will discuss EU relations with the Eastern 
Partnership (EaP), particularly how to bring EaP countries closer to the EU both economically and 
politically. 

o Current affairs: Council will  have a discussion on current affairs during which ministers will be 

able to exchange views on recent events and fast-moving developments in external relations, 
including: Afghanistan, Tunisia, Western Balkans, Climate diplomacy, Varosha 

o Council conclusions: The Council is due to approve conclusions on Bosnia and 
Herzegovina / Operation EUFOR Althea. 

Link to full agenda here 

General Affairs Council, 19 October 

AGENDA HIGHLIGHTS 

The Council will exchange views on the draft conclusions of the European Council on 21 and 22 October 

2021.Ministers will also discuss the annual rule of law dialogue. The Slovenian presidency will inform 
ministers about the latest developments regarding the Conference on the Future of Europe. 

Link to full agenda here 

European Council, 21-22 October 

AGENDA HIGHLIGHTS 

EU leaders will meet in Brussels to discuss COVID-19, digital transformation, energy prices, migration 
and external relations. 

Link to full agenda here 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/meetings/fac/2021/10/18/
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/meetings/gac/2021/10/19/
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/meetings/european-council/2021/10/21-22/
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Highlights Week  41.   11 to 17 October 2021 

European Parliament. Highlights Week  41.     

Facebook Files: 

On monday. lead MEPs from the Internal Market and Consumer Protection Committee decided to invite 
Facebook whistleblower Frances Haugen to a hearing on 8 November. 

 

The decision to organise a public hearing in the European Parliament on “Whistleblowers’ testimonies on the 

negative impact of big tech companies’ products on users” was taken this afternoon by the Chair and the 
coordinators of the political groups in the committee. 

Link to EP report here 

European Youth Event (EYE2021) 

The European Youth Event (EYE2021) took place on 8-9 October, with 5,000 young people at the European 

Parliament in Strasbourg and another 5,000 online, to discuss more than 2,000 ideas for shaping the future 
of Europe. 

The youth consultation process for the Conference on the Future of Europe started in May 2021, in 

collaboration with pan-European youth organisations, and collected more than 2,000 ideas on the future of 
Europe through the online youthideas.eu platform. 

Among the proposals brought up at EYE2021, participants put forward concrete ideas to make recycling easier 

across the EU, to make the so-called ‘Article 7’ procedure, protecting EU values, more effective, and the 

reforming of language learning in schools to promote multilingualism. With climate change, COVID -19 and 
international security concerns identified by the youth representatives as significant challenges to the EU, 

they came forward with proposals for a more federal Europe, together with ideas to keep companies more 
accountable for their contributions to climate change . 

The most popular 20 ideas from EYE2021 will be presented by two young participants at the next plenary of 
the Conference on the Future of Europe, taking place in Strasbourg on 22-23 October 2021. 

Link to EP report here 

EU Health: future-proofing EU pharmaceutical policy 

The Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Food Safety (ENVI) adopted on Tuesday, with 62 votes 

in favour, 8 against and 8 abstentions, its recommendations on the implementation of the EU’s pharmaceutical 
strategy and upcoming revisions to the legislative framework. 

MEPs highlight the need for increasing the affordability and availability of medicines. This means addressing 
the root causes of shortages, increasing transparency on prices and public R&D funding, promoting co llective 

price negotiations, and introducing measures to support a greater market presence for generic and biosimilar 

medicines.MEPs insist that the Commission, member states and the European Medicines Agency should 
develop an early warning system for medicine shortages, based on a transparent and centralised digital 
European platform. 

Link to EP report here 

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20211011IPR14619/facebook-files-meps-to-invite-whistleblower-frances-haugen-to-a-hearing
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20211011IPR14607/european-youth-event-2021-proposals-for-the-future-of-europe
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20211006IPR14309/eu-health-meps-call-for-a-future-proof-eu-pharmaceutical-policy
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Climate change: 

Ahead of the UN COP26 Climate Change Conference in Glasgow from 31 October to 12 November 2021, on 

Tuesday the Environment, Public Health and Food Safety Committee has adopted its input to the COP26, with 
60 votes for, 15 votes against and 3 abstentions. 

In their resolution, MEPs express concern that the targets announced in Paris in 2015 would result in warming 

well above three degrees by 2100 compared to pre-industrial levels. They say that the EU must remain a 

world leader in the fight against climate change and that MEPs will work to ensure that the EU’s “Fit for 55 in 
2030” climate package is fully in line with the Paris Agreement. 

To accelerate the pace of climate action, MEPs wants the EU to support a five -year timeframe for all countries 
instead of the current ten-year plan. They also say that all direct and indirect fossil fuel subsidies should be 
phased out in the EU by 2025 and call on all other countries to take similar measures.  

MEPs recall that biodiversity plays a crucial role in enabling humans to combat and adapt to global warming 

and stress that nature-based solutions are win-win solutions, ones which involve protecting, restoring and 
sustainably managing ecosystems. 

Link to EP report here 

Essential infrastructure: 

The Civil Liberties Committee, with 57 votes in favour and 6 against (no abstentions), adopted its negotiation 

position on new rules on EU critical infrastructure entities. MEPs are aiming to better protect essential services 
(e.g. energy, transport, banking, drinking water and digital infrastructure) by improving member state 
resilience strategies and risk assessments. 

Climate change is included as a potential source of disruption of essential infrastructure, and cyber -security 

is seen as an important aspect of resilience. As services are increasingly interdependent, the reformed 

directive requires local authorities to set up a single point of contact responsible for communicating with other 
jurisdictions. It also creates a new Critical Entities Resilience Group to facilitate communication between 
stakeholders, with Parliament participating as an observer. 

Link to EP report here 

EU values in Slovenia: 

A European Parliament delegation travelled to Slovenia, where they met with national authorities, journalists 
and NGOs, to assess respect of EU values and rule of law. From Wednesday 13 October to Friday 15 October, 

seven MEPs from the Civil Liberties Committee and one from the Budgetary Control Committee exchanged 

views with Slovenian interlocutors to assess the latest developments in the area of rule of law, media freedom 
and the fight against corruption.  

The delegation was led by Sophie IN ‘T VELD (Chair; Renew, NL) and included Romana TOMC (EPP, SI), Cyrus 

ENGERER (S&D, MT), Tineke STRIK (Greens, NL), Nicolaus FEST (ID, DE), Assita KANKO (ECR, BE), 
Konstantinos ARVANITIS (The Left, EL) and Mikuláš PEKSA (Committee on Budgetary Control; Greens, CZ).  

At the end of the mission, Sophie in ‘t Veld, the Chair of the Civil Liberties Committee delegation, said: 

“We observed that the public institutions overall work well. At the same time, the delegation experienced a 

climate of hostility, distrust and deep polarisation in the country, which erodes trust in and between various 

public bodies. Many of our interlocutors expressed concerns or described pressure on public institutions and 
the media by the government, including through smear campaigns, slander, criminal investigations as well 

as strategic lawsuits against public participation (SLAPPs). There is a big risk that these attempts to discredit 

or intimidate institutions could affect their authority. The delegation stresses that public bodies such the 
Information Commissioner’s Office, the Commission for the Prevention of Corruption, the Court of Audit and 
Human Rights Ombudsman must be independent and properly financed. 

With regards to the funding of the Slovenian Press Agency (STA), which is now in a dire situation, the 

delegation calls on the government to fully implement the judgement by the Supreme Court and take steps 

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20211006IPR14308/climate-change-raise-global-ambitions-to-achieve-strong-outcome-at-cop26
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20211006IPR14307/essential-infrastructure-new-rules-to-boost-co-operation-and-resilience
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to allow its standard operation, including the resumption of financing without further delay.  

More in general, the members of the EP Democracy, Rule of Law and Fundamental Rights Monitoring Group 
(DRFMG) is concerned about the delays and in some cases the reluctance to comply with court rulings, and 
calls upon the government to ensure their swift implementation. 

The urgent need for legislative reforms, proper implementation and more transparency in many areas, 

including the media law, the whistle-blower law, as well as the relevant provisions on media concentration 

became apparent. At the same time, the ongoing practice of ruling by decree raises questions, especially with 
regard to the necessity and proportionality of such extraordinary measures at this stage of the pandemic. 

The delayed appointment of two delegated prosecutors to the European Public Prosecutor’s Office (EPPO), as 

well as a number of public prosecutors in Slovenia, remains a major problem that urgently needs to be 
addressed. 

Lastly, the delegation regrets that neither the President of the Government of the Republic of Slovenia, nor 

any of his Ministers were available for a personal exchange of views. The DRFMG recalls that a number of 
written questions, which were transmitted to the Government of Slovenia in April 2021, are yet to be 

answered, and accepts the offer by the two state secretaries, to send further questions in writing. The 

delegation will also welcome additional materials that several interlocutors agreed to send, to complement its 
monitoring activity”. 

Link to EP report  Here 

Mobile phone roaming 

The scheme abolishing mobile roaming fees is due to expire on 30 June 2022 . On Thursday Parliament’s 
Industry Committee voted in favour of extending the "Roam like at Home" scheme for another ten years.  

 

The updated legislation, a follow-up to the 2017 elimination of roaming fees, also makes adjustments aiming 

for better roaming services for travellers. According to the text adopted by MEPs, consumers would continue 
to enjoy the ability to use their mobile phones when travelling abroad in the EU with no additional fees on top 
of what they already pay at home.  

In addition, they would be entitled to the same quality and speed of mobile connection abroad as at home. 

Roaming providers would be obliged to offer roaming conditions equal to those offered domestically, if the 

same technologies and conditions are available on the network in the country people are visiting. MEPs want 
to prohibit commercial practices reducing the quality of services of regulated retail roaming services (e.g. by  
switching the connection from 4G to 3G). 

Link to EP report here 

Protection for media, NGOs and civil society from abusive lawsuits 

In a draft report endorsed on Thursday with 63 votes for, 9 against, and 10 abstentions, MEPs propose 
measures to counteract the threat that Strategic Lawsuits Against Public Participation (SLAPPs) pose to 
journalists, NGOs and civil society. 

MEPs regret that no member state has yet enacted targeted legislation against SLAPPs, and they worry about 

the effect of these lawsuits on EU values and the internal market. In the report, they highlight the frequent 
imbalance of power and resources between claimants and defendants, which undermines the right to a fair 

trial. MEPs are particularly concerned about SLAPPs being funded from state budgets, and their use in 

combination with other state measures against independent media outlets, journalism and civil society. The 
draft report adopted by the Committees calls on the Commission to analyse best practices currently applied 
outside the EU to SLAPPs, and present a package of measures, including legislation.  

Link to EP Report here 

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20211011IPR14622/rule-of-law-in-slovenia-meps-conclude-their-first-mission-to-the-country
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20211006IPR14313/mobile-phone-roaming-meps-back-extension-of-free-roaming-in-the-eu
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20211006IPR14311/meps-want-protection-for-media-ngos-and-civil-society-from-abusive-lawsuits
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European Commission. Highlights Week 41.   

60,000 rail passes for young Europeans 

The Commission will provide free travel rail passes to 60,000 Europeans aged from 18 to 20 years, thanks to 

DiscoverEU. Applications opened on Tuesday, 12 October, at noon and close on 26 October, at noon, for a 
travel period in 2022, which will be the European Year of Youth. 

This application round is open to young Europeans born between 1 July 2001 and 31 December 2003. 
Exceptionally, 19 and 20 year-olds can also apply after their rounds were postponed due to the COVID-19 
pandemic. 

Successful applicants can travel between March 2022 and February 2023 for up to 30 days. As the evolution 

of the pandemic remains unknown, all travellers will be offered flexible bookings through a new mobile travel 

pass. The departure date can be changed right up until the time of departure. The mobile travel passes have 
a one-year validity.  Link to Commission statement here 

EU-Ukraine Summit: 

On Tuesday, the 23rd EU-Ukraine Summit was held in Kyiv, the European Union and Ukraine reaffirmed their 
strong partnership and commitment to strengthening the political association and economic integration of 
Ukraine with the European Union. 

European Commission President, Ursula von der Leyen, European Council President, Charles Michel, and High 

Representative/Vice-President of the European Commission, Josep Borrell, represented the European Union 

alongside the President of Ukraine, Volodymyr Zelenskyy. The European Union and Ukraine agreed on a Joint 
Statement, demonstrating the richness of the bilateral agenda. 

In the margins of the Summit, the European Union and Ukraine made progress in a number of key sectors of 
cooperation, with three new important agreements. 

o Signing of a milestone aviation agreement 

o Association of Ukraine to Horizon Europe 

o Association of Ukraine to Creative Europe 

Link to Commission statement here 

Afghanistan: 

During the G20 meeting on Afghanistan, President of the European Commission, Ursula von der Leyen,  

announced a support package worth around €1 billion for the Afghan people and neighbouring countries, 

addressing the urgent needs in the country and the region. The socio-economic situation in Afghanistan is 
deteriorating, putting hundreds of thousands of Afghans at risk as winter approaches. Humanitarian 
assistance alone will not be enough to avert famine and a major humanitarian crisis.  

Overall EU development aid to Afghanistan remains frozen. The five benchmarks agreed by EU  Foreign 
Ministers remain valid. They must be met before regular development cooperation can resume.  

The announcement follows the discussion of the EU Ministers for development to have a calibrated approach 

to give direct support to the Afghan population in order to prevent a humanitarian catastrophe without 
legitimising the Taliban interim government. 

The Afghan support package combines EU humanitarian aid with the delivery of targeted support on basic 
needs in direct benefit of the Afghan people and neighbouring countries. 

Link to Commission statement here  

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_21_5105
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_21_5203
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_21_5208
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NextGenerationEU: 

Slovakia: On Thursday, the Commission disbursed €822.7 million to Slovakia in a pre -financing payment 

under the Recovery and Resilience Facility (RRF). This is equivalent to 13% of the country's total financial 
allocation under the RRF. Slovakia is set to receive a total of €6.3 billion in grants under the RRF. The 

Commission will authorise further disbursements based on the implementation of the investments and reforms 
outlined in Slovakia's recovery and resilience plan. 

Bulgaria: The Commission has today received an official recovery and resilience plan from Bulgaria. This 
plan sets out the reforms and public investment projects that Bulgaria plans to implement with the support 
of the Recovery and Resilience Facility (RRF). 

Link to statement here 

Artic 

The High Representative and the Commission have put forward their approach for a stronger EU engagement 
for a peaceful, sustainable and prosperous Arctic. The Arctic region is of key strategic importance for the 

European Union, in view of climate change, raw materials as well as geostrategic influence. The 

Communication responds to these geopolitical, environmental, economic, security and social challenges and 
opportunities. It seeks to forster cooperation with partners on sustainable approaches to overcome them.  

The EU will establish a European Commission office in Greenland, which will raise the profile of Arctic matters 
in the EU's external relations. EU funding will also be directed towards driving the green transition in the 
Arctic, for the benefit of Arctic populations. 

Ahead of the UN Climate Change Conference (COP26) and in support of global climate action, the 
Communication calls for oil, coal and gas to remain in the ground. 

Link to Commission statement here 

Protocol on Ireland/Northern Ireland: 

On Thursday, the European Commission proposed bespoke arrangements to respond to the difficulties that 

people in Northern Ireland have been experiencing because of Brexit, by further facilitating the movement of 
goods from Great Britain to Northern Ireland. 

This follows extensive discussions over the past months with the UK government, as well as outreach by the 

European Commission to political leaders, businesses, civil society and other stakeholders in Northern Ireland. 
It also puts forward ideas based on elements raised in the UK's Command Paper published in July 2021.  

The Commission now stands ready to engage in intensive discussions with the UK government, with a view 

to reaching a jointly agreed permanent solution as soon as possible. The Commission will do this in close 
collaboration and constant dialogue with the European Parliament and Council. 

Vice-President Maros Šefčovič said: “I have listened to and engaged with Northern Irish stakeholders. 

Today's proposals are our genuine response to their concerns. We have put a lot of hard work into them to 
make a tangible change on the ground, in response to the concerns raised by the people and businesses of 

Northern Ireland. We are looking forward to engaging earnestly and intensively with the UK government, in 
the interest of all communities in Northern Ireland.” 

The Commission believes that this package of measures will make a real difference on the ground in Northern 

Ireland and addresses the Brexit-related problems regarding the movement of goods from Great Britain to 
Northern Ireland that have been raised by Northern Irish people and businesses. These measures come in 

addition to the package that was presented in June 2021, which facilitates the movement of live animals from 
Great Britain to Northern Ireland. 

Today's package proposes further flexibilities in the area of food, plant and animal health, customs, medicines 
and engagement with Northern Irish stakeholders. It proposes a different model for the implementation of 

the Protocol, in which the flow of goods between Great Britain and Northern Ireland - in respect of goods 

destined to stay in Northern Ireland - is facilitated to a significant extent. This facilitation is enabled by a 

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_21_5264
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_21_5224
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_21_5214
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_21_3324
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series of safeguards and increased market surveillance to ensure the goods do not move into the EU's Single 
Market. 

This package opens the way to a resolution of all outstanding implementation issues, thereby establishing 
predictability, stability and certainty for people and businesses in Northern Ireland.  

Link to Commission statement here       Link to Speech by Vice-President Šefčovič 

State Aid 

France: The Commission has approved, under the EU state aid rules, a €700 million French scheme to support 
certain retailers and services affected by the coronavirus pandemic and restrictive measures taken by the 
French government to limit the spread of the virus. 

Italy: The Commission has approved a €31.9 billion Italian scheme to support companies affected by the 

coronavirus outbreak. The scheme was approved under the State aid Temporary Framework.   The scheme 

will be open to all companies, irrespective of their size and of the sector where they operate (with the 
exception of the financial sector). Under the scheme, limited amounts of aid will take the form of (i) tax 
exemptions and reductions; (ii) tax credits; and (iii) direct grants. 

 

European Council and Council of the European Union  

Highlights Week 41.    

Agriculture and Fisheries Council, 11-12 October 

Fisheries 

Baltic Sea fishing opportunities for 2022: The Council agreed on the total allowable catches (TACs) and 

member states' quotas for the ten most commercially important fish stocks in the Baltic Sea for 2022. The 

agreement determines the quantities of each species that member states will be allowed to catch in 2022 and 
also sets out certain conditions for fishing vessels operating in the region. 

UK fish stocks 

Ministers held an exchange of views on fishing opportunities for stocks shared with the United Kingdom for 
2022. Following the UK’s withdrawal from the EU, consultations with the UK on shared fish stocks are set to 

take place annually in line with the EU-UK Trade and Cooperation Agreement. The delegations provided 

guidance to the Commission on the position to be taken by the EU in these consultations. In particular, they 
emphasised the need to base TACs on scientific advice and to comply with the objectives of the Common 
Fisheries Policy, taking the economic, social and environmental aspects of sustainability into account. 

Agriculture  

CAP Strategic Plans 

Under the reformed Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), which will cover the period 2023-2027, member states 
are asked to prepare strategic plans detailing how they will implement the provisions of the policy. Ministers 

discussed the state of play of the preparation of their plans, identified any challenges they were facing and 

reflected on the public consultation processes carried out with relevant stakeholders. They also called on the 
Commission to adopt a transparent approach to evaluating the plans, for example by providing clear 
assessment criteria and ensuring that as many guidance documents as possible are made public.  

EU marketing standards 

Ministers held an exchange of views on the revision of EU marketing standards for agricultural products. They 

underlined the importance of marketing standards and acknowledged the need to examine ways to improve 

them further, in particular with a view to contributing to greater sustainability, while also providing clear 

https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_21_5215
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/speech_21_5245
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_21_5261
https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/ip_21_5108
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information to consumers and maintaining the competitiveness of EU products on the international market. 
Moreover, many of them expressed support for the Slovenian presidency’s proposal to revise the  rules on 
labelling honey blends so as to indicate the countries of origin of the honey used in the blends. 

New EU Forest Strategy for 2030 

Ministers discussed the Commission’s Communication on the new EU Forest Strategy for 2030, which was 

published on 16 July 2021. This strategy, which is anchored in the European Green Deal, aims to adapt 

Europe’s forests to respond to threats such as climate change , maintain forests’ role as carbon sinks and 
preserve and restore ecosystems, while also ensuring sustainable management of forest resources. 

Fit for 55 

An exchange of views took place on the potential contribution of the agriculture and forestry sectors to the 
new Fit for 55 package. Ministers discussed the challenges and opportunities posed by the initiative. Points 

raised included the possible overlap with the new Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) and the need for 

the different starting points of member states to be taken into account when setting climate objectives. A key 
message from ministers was that the primary CAP objective of food security should always be guaranteed. A 

number of delegations also called for an impact assessment of the package to be carried out. Regarding 

forests, ministers acknowledged their essential role as carbon sinks and in preserving biodiversity, but 
highlighted that the main challenge will be to balance the more ambitious environmental targets for forestry 
with the social and economic aspects of forest sustainability. 

Link to Council report here 

Informal video conference of development ministers, 11 October 

EU development ministers exchanged views on the rapidly deteriorating situation in Afghanistan, and 
discussed concrete ways to further support the Afghan people, through a ‘Team Europe’ approach comprising 
the EU, its member states and their diplomatic networks and financial institutions. 

Link to Council report here  

Employment, Social Policy, Health and Consumer Affairs Council (Employment and 

social policy), 15 October 

Ministers discussed the future of the European Semester - a yearly process whereby member states 

coordinate their economic, labour, fiscal and social policy within the EU - and adopted key messages from 
two advisory committees. They also exchanged views on safety and health at work in view of important 

changes to the world of work such as the ageing of our societies. Minister also approved conclusions on gender 
mainstreaming in the EU budget. 

Link to Council report  here 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/meetings/agrifish/2021/10/11-12/
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/meetings/fac/2021/10/11/
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/meetings/epsco/2021/10/15/
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Slovenian Presidency of Council of the European Union 
Programme for Inter-Parliamentary Events 

Activities organised by the  the Slovenian Parliament and the European Parliament 

Date Meeting EP 
Committee 

Location 

25 –26 
October 

 

Joint Parliamentary Scrutiny Group on Europol LIBE EP Brussels / 
Remote 

Date tbc  

(tentative: 
November) 

 

High-Level Conference on Migration and Asylum in Europe. 

  

EP/Brussels 

October 
(possibly 
week 41 or 
43) 

Interparliamentary Committee Meeting on Artificial 
Intelligence policies and strategies at EU and national level 

AIDA Remote meeting/ 

EP Brussels 

9 Nov Interparliamentary Committee Meeting on the expectations 

of national Parliaments for the Conference on the Future of 
Europe 

AFCO Remote meeting/ 

EP Brussels 

18 Nov Interparliamentary Committee Meeting on the CAP reform AGRI Remote meeting/ 

EP Brussels 

30 Nov Interparliamentary Committee Meeting on violence against 
women 

FEMM Remote meeting/ 

EP Brussels 

TBC 2nd Interparliamentary Committee Meeting on Evaluation 
of Eurojust’s activities 

LIBE Remote meeting/ 

EP Brussels 

TBC Interparliamentary Committee meeting on Rule of Law LIBE Remote meeting/ 

EP Brussels 

TBC Interparliamentary Committee meeting on actualities of the 
EU Foreign Policy 

AFET Remote meeting/ 

EP Brussels 

28 – 30 
November 

LXVI Conference of Parliamentary Committees for Union 
Affairs of Parliaments of the European Union (LXVI COSAC) 

 Ljubljana 

tbc 

Date tbc  

(tentative: 

November) 

Inter-parliamentary Committee meeting on the Evaluation 
of Eurojust’s activities 

 EP/Brussels 
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2022 

30 – 31 
January 

tbc 

 

Meeting of the Secretaries-General of the European Union 
Parliaments (EUSG) 

 Ljubljana/National 
Assembly 

2022 

4 - 5 April 

tbc 

Conference of Speakers of the European Union Parliaments 
(EUSC) 

 Ljubljana 

 Format: physical meetings or VC (video conference) – a decision will be taken approximately 
three months in advance 

 

Sources: Websites of : European Parliament European Commission,  European Council and Council of the 
European Union Council, European Court of Auditors and European Ombudsman. 


